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Analyze, Repair,  
and Restyle with Ease
Cut review times in half with DocXtools, an advanced
document repair and restyle tool for Microsoft Word.

DocXtools automatically detects and fixes document formatting, styling, and numbering issues, allowing 

drafters to quickly produce high-quality documents. The results are better client experiences, improved 

collaboration, and more time to focus on legal expertise.

Why DocXtools?
The delivery of legal documents is an intricate, collaborative process. On complex matters with multiple 

contributors, tight deadlines, and overwhelmed support staff, the result is all too often an unstable 

document with inconsistent formatting and styles.

With DocXtools, legal professionals eliminate the hassle of manually formatting, styling, and repairing 

documents. With a single click, DocXtools identifies issues with numbering and formatting, and allows legal 

professionals to resolve and apply consistent firm and department styles, saving valuable time and meeting 

client demands.

Deliver Consistency
Maintain firm standards and branding 
with quick application of firm styles 
across documents.

One-Click Fix  
Save time by automatically identifying 
document issues with one click. 

Industry Standard
Over 75% of AmLaw 200 and more than 
50 international law firms use DoxXtools.

Emergency Repair    
Too broken to fix? Send us your document 
and we fix it within 2 hours.*

*Premium Service

“This product goes in deeper and takes out all the junk. The speed, efficiency and output is 
extraordinary... And I personally know that there are some features that are critical to our 
daily firm life.” - Donna Dailey, Document Production Manager, Kelley Drye & Warren, LLP

https://www.litera.com/
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For a closer look, visit www.litera.com or request a demo.

Stoplight Analysis  
Discover issues within your 

document with one click, and 

understand severity with a 

“red, yellow, green” status. 

Customizable Task Pane
Easily view and navigate 

document issues and 

rename actions according to 

your organization’s rules.   

Apply Styles 
Re-style documents, 

apply comprehensive 

styles by category 

(numbering, body, titles), 

or import styles from 

other templates.  

Document Conversion 
Quickly convert file types 

while preserving your layout. 

Clean Up and Repair  
Quickly fix document 

instabilities with tools 

ranging from a quick clean 

to a complete rebuild.   

Cross References    
Scan your document to 

automatically create cross-

references and easily 

navigate through them.

Key Features

“With DocXtools filling the 
gaps in native Word, we’re 
able to reduce the costs 
of third-party vendors, 
enhance productivity and 
improve our collaboration 
workflow.”

Darshna Dave 
Functional Analyst, 
Clifford Chance

https://www.litera.com/
https://www.litera.com/
https://www.litera.com/request-a-demo/

